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ABSTRACT
The widespread use of relational and other database technologies has given rise to 
enormous data stores, in both private and government organisations. Faced with these 
vast data stores, many organisations have seen the need for sophisticated analytical 
tools that allow users to view summary data from any required perspective. This need 
has been met, in part, by the development of Multi-Dimensional Data Bases 
(MDDBs) and associated On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools. MDDBs 
extract data from conventional databases and store it in partially aggregated form, 
while OLAP tools allow users to manipulate that aggregated data with ease. Such 
manipulation includes the ability to select: the factors (or Dimensions) to be included 
in a summary display, the categories (or Members) within each Dimension to be 
included in the display and the level of aggregation of data in the display.
These OLAP tools, with their high speed access, flexibility and usability have made 
the technology acceptable to many users. Familiar graphical user interfaces and drag 
and drop functions now allow a range of different users to generate an astounding 
array of reports from the MDDBs. Users can easily generate displays of data from 
which they can identify interesting or valuable trends.
Despite these advances in usability the problem of trend analysis remains difficult and 
complicated for most users. This is because the complexity of the analytical task 
increases exponentially for human users with each additional data dimension or 
category in each dimension of an MDDB. The consequences of this complexity are 
manifold. Organisational budgets come under pressure from the high running cost of
OLAP systems due to number of people needed to carry out the data analysis. 
Consequently, the reporting capabilities of these expensive systems continue to be 
severely underutilized. As a result many system owners fail to maximize the return 
on their technological investment and the strategic benefit from information contain 
within OLAP systems.
Many vendors have sought to address this problem in newer releases of OLAP 
products through the inclusion of additional data exception handling features designed 
to filter superfluous (from the current user’s perspective) data. While these 
enhancements are welcome, they do not adequately address the need for trend 
analysis. Despite these improvements, trend analysis in OLAP systems still requires 
significant manipulation by human users.
It is our contention that the process of data trend analysis could be better addressed 
through the use of Intelligent Agents (Agents). Agents are autonomous pieces of 
software, able to communicate with one another to carry out complex tasks. It is our 
belief that a set of Agents could be used to query MDDBs and, using well known 
statistical techniques, could identify trends that were statistically significant. These 
Agents could, in turn, pass this data on to other Agents, which would notify human 
analysts of the existence of the trend.
This research describes the development and testing of a group of Agents to carry out 
trend analysis on a complex set of statistical data, namely, the 1991 census of 
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The widespread use of computer information systems has made it possible for people 
and organisations to gather enormous stores of data. The recent integration of 
databases across organisations and the introduction of data warehouses has seen even 
more data being made available across organisations and to the broader community, 
as well. The availability of Web-based systems has made accessing this wealth of data 
relatively simple.
These improvements in data availability and in access have not been entirely 
successful, however. Many activities, particularly planning and reporting on projects, 
require data, not at a record level but, at a higher level of aggregation -  in task 
specific summaries. While tools like SQL make it possible to produce such 
summaries, the process of joining tables and selecting the right data is a complex one, 
beyond the capabilities of most casual users. Producing such summaries has often 
required the production of customised tables by a reasonably skilled programmer.
This, in turn, has been a problem because such custom reports are not interactive -  so 
the user cannot modify the layout, the level of aggregation of data or the set of 
variables contained in any given summary. In an attempt to address these problems, 
database manufacturers have developed Multi-Dimensional Data Bases (MDDB) and 
associated On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools. MDDB and OLAP support
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an extensive range of statistical analyses that would be of use in most disciplines, 
including commerce, medicine, psychology, education, and engineering. MDDB and 
OLAP support what has been described as the growing need to understand and 
practise “statistical thinking’’ (Ian Gordon, 1999).
An MDDB is effectively an n-dimensional array of summary data values (or 
Measures) organized according to one or more characteristics (or Dimensions). These 
arrays are widely known as cubes or hypercubes. (Tabachnick, 1996). An MDDB 
containing sales data might, for example, contain the Measures: number of sales, 
value of sales and profit on sales. The values of these Measures might be known for 
each store, each region and each state. This would be a location Dimension. The 
values of all three Measures might also be known for each day, each month and each 
year -  a time Dimension. Finally, the Measures might be available for each product 
type, such as small electrical appliances, whitegoods and furniture. A hypercube 
containing such data would have one of the three Dimensions; Location, Time and 
Product type along one of each of the axes of the cube.
The value of each Measure for any combination of Dimensions is stored at the point 
of intersection of those Dimensions. For example, the sales data above would contain 
a Measure for the number of sales of small electrical appliances on the 5th of 
November from the Sydney store. This Measure, along with the Measures for the 
value of those sales and the profit on those sales would be stored at the point of 
intersection represented by Small Electrical, 5th November and Sydney. It has been 
widely suggested that this multi-dimensional view of data is one that casual users can 
easily understand.
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OLAP is a revolutionary way to organize and display data stored in MDDB, making it 
easy to access and analyse (Mattison, 1998, p.259). It allows analysis of data by 
breaking it down to provide simple ways to view the results by defining the conditions 
and selecting appropriate sets of data. OLAP has become synonymous with MDDB 
technology (Berson, 1996, p. 481).
To maintain a competitive edge in global business, data must be increasingly more 
accurate, more easily accessible and reflect more the changes in dynamic 
environments. While OLAP and MDDBs provide more flexible and easier to use 
mechanisms for dealing with such data, the sheer volume of data and the number of 
ways that OLAP can combine that data leads to an exponential increase in the 
complexity of the analytical task for users. Organisations need new, intelligent 
technologies to take advantage of existing OLAP and MDDB tools. In particular, 
organisations need to be able to automate the detection of significant trends in their 
data without having users carry out ad hoc analyses
This research describes the development and testing of a prototype application to 
identify trends in multidimensional data. The prototype uses Agents to identify trends 
in an MDDB. These Agents use statistical methods to identify variables in the MDDB 
that may or may not be related to one another, at a statistically significant level.
Agents are a recent development in the field of Artificial Intelligence. The two most 
significant characteristics of an Agent are autonomy and co-operation. Agents can 
perceive, through virtual sensors, and can automatically react to changes in their 
environments, often interacting with other Agents to produce a required response
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(Russell and Norvig, 1995, p. 31). In this research, Agents are working co-operatively 
to respond to changes in the MDDB itself. As part of the proposed prototype, one or 
more of the Agents would be able to determine whether or not an MDDB had been 
recently changed. In this way it would be possible for the remaining Agents in the 
suite to be activated whenever an MDDB was updated or modified.
1.2 The purpose of the study
The purpose of study is to demonstrate that a suite of Agents can work cooperatively 
to identify trends in OLAP/MDDB data. This has been done through the development 
of an Agent prototype incorporating, artificial intelligence, OLAP, MDDBs and 
statistical techniques.
OLAP tools are one of the major components of the Business Intelligence (BI) and as 
such, they provide two key functions. First is the ability to carry out “data exception 
analysis” i.e. the detection of values in a set of data that lie outside normal operating 
parameters. When such data exceptions are noted, OLAP tools notify human users by 
sending a message to a user’s terminal or telephone, sending an email or fax, or 
updating the information on a webpage. The second key function is “trend analysis”
i.e. the ability to detect patterns of changes in sets of data. For example, it would be 
useful to know if sales in a particular product type were rising or falling rapidly. 
Many OLAP vendors have already produced successful mechanisms for data 
exception analysis. However, trend analysis is still in its infancy and offers a rich field 
for research.
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Lacking effective tools for automatic trend analysis, business analysts and researchers 
must rely on inspection of the data to identify trends. This means generating a display 
of summary data and examining that data to see if some trend is apparent. This 
approach has two major drawbacks. Firstly, what may appear to one user to be a 
significant trend may not appear to be significant to another. This suggests that some 
statistical analysis is required to determine if trends are, in fact, significant. Secondly, 
even with OLAP tools, the number of possible summaries to be inspected is 
enormous. For example, a particular set of sales data might be analysed in terms of, 
say, 10 dimensions: location, time, product type, manufacturer, imported or local etc. 
These ten dimensions could be combined to produce 90 separate two way analyses 
such as location by time, location by manufacturer and so on. However, the situation 
is even more complex as a trend may not be apparent on a two way analysis but only 
on a three or four way analysis. For the ten-dimensional set of sales data described 
above, that would add hundreds of additional analyses to our pool. These analyses 
might also be carried out at a number of levels of aggregation. For example, the 
location dimension could be at a store level, at regional level or at state level, while 
the time dimension could be daily, monthly or quarterly. This means that a summary 
table including location and time dimensions would need to be generated for nine 
different levels of aggregation to ensure that all possible trends were examined. For 
our ten-dimensional set of sales data, we would need to generate thousands of 
summaries. The cost of doing so and the sheer tedium of inspecting them all makes 
this a ludicrous approach.
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1.3 Scope of the Study
The study describes the development and testing of a research prototype combining 
Agents, OLAP, MDDBs and statistical data techniques. The prototype consists of a 
number of Agents working co-operatively to satisfy the three primary goals of the 
research. These are:
• To explore the ability of one or more Agents to identify valid MDDB files, 
particularly those which have been recently changes. This last function is 
significant as, in a fully automated trend analysis system, the trend Agents 
would need to become active whenever data in the MDDB was updated.
• To explore the ability of Agents to extract both the multidimensional model 
contained in an MDDB and the actual data in the MDDB. The model and the 
data would be used by other Agents to determine the validity of trends.
• To use the multidimensional model to determine all possible combinations of 
Dimensions, Measures and levels of aggregation that are possible and which 
might reveal a trend in the data.
• To systematically analyse all of the potential combinations above using 
statistical techniques that would identify trends. These statistical techniques 
would remove subjectivity in determining the significance of a trend. The 
significance level used in these techniques could be specified by the user, it 
required.
• To explore the ability of Agents to prompt users if a trend was identified and 
to interact with an OLAP tool to produce a suitable display of data that 
contains the identified trend.
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1.4 The thesis outline
This thesis consists of six chapters, including this one. This chapter introduces the 
background of the thesis, describes the purpose of the study and defines the scope of 
the study. The literature review in Chapter 2 describes the main concepts relating to 
this research. Chapter 2 consists of three sections: OLAP tools, Agents, and statistical 
techniques for identifying trends. Chapter 3 describes the research methods and 
further describes OLAP and Agent technologies.
Chapter 4 describes the system development of the prototype, itself, and presents 
some initial results derived from testing the prototype. Chapter 5 presents the results 
of study and limitations of the system prototype. Chapter 6 presents the conclusions 
including the significance of the research and directions for future research.
1.5 Conclusion
This chapter has described one of the major problems facing organisations and 
individuals in their use of vast stores of data, namely, the inability of users to identify 
significant trends in that data. We have suggested that Intelligent Agents may provide 
a partial solution to this problem by automating trend analysis. The chapter has 
described the purpose of the study and identified the goals of this research. The 





The previous chapter has introduced the background to the current research and 
described the scope and goals of the research. This chapter describes the concepts that 
are most significant to the research. The chapter consists of the three sections, which 
describe:
1. On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Multi-Dimensional Data Base 
(MDDB) concepts.
2. Intelligent Agents (Agents) and
3. Statistical techniques that can be used to identify trends.
2.2 MDDB and OLAP
Before describing MDDBs and OLAP operate, it is useful to review the structure and 
function of more conventional database technologies. The relational database is a 
collection of data, organized as tables, which contains the relationship to join them 
together. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a relation database, showing the simple 
relationships between the tables. Because of the complexity of relationships in a 
database, users are often unable to generate summary reports by themselves. In many 
cases, a relational database requires system developers to implement a system which 
is suitable for users. The degree of complexity depends upon the size of organisation, 
database design and also the complexity of business processes. The standard tools to
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retrieve a specific data or manipulate relational database is Structured Query 
Language (SQL). Because of the complexity of relationships in many databases, end­
users are often unable to use SQL to manipulate the data effectively. In particularly 
complex databases and data warehouses, the task of producing useful reports is even 
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Figure 2.1 An example o f a relational database
2.2.1 Multidimensional databases (MDDB)
To overcome the problems associated with relational databases, a number of vendors 
have developed a new database structure that is particularly suited to storing summary 
statistics from relational databases. These are known as Multi-Dimensional Data 
Bases (MDDBs).
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Data is stored and represented in a multi-dimensional array (or hypercube). The core 
data value (or Measure) occupies a cell indexed by a unique set of Dimension values. 
MDDB is a simple way to present data values, such as the a number of products sold, 
from a number of different perspectives, which typically might include time, location, 
and product type. However, MDDBs can store more than one measure and more than 
just these three dimensions. The number of measures and dimensions depends on the 
available data and the intended uses of that data. This multidimensional view 
simplifies the manipulation and analysis of massive data stores, which is a great 
advantage to the organisation. As a result, many organisations have built 
multidimensional data models of massive data warehouses. Powerful OLAP systems 
have been developed to enable end-user access to access organisational performance 
information stored in MDDB with friendly graphical user interfaces (GUI). While the 
slice and dice, and drill down capability of these systems have enabled managers to 
view their data in a new light, most interest has been on the issues involved in 
developing the technology, on its performance in handing gigabytes of data and its 
ability to integrate with client-server arrangements (http://www.olapcouncil.org)
2.2.2 On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
Powerful OLAP systems have been developed to enable end-user access to 
organisational performance information stored in MDDBs with friendly graphical 
user interfaces (GUI). While the slice and dice, and drill down capability of these 
systems have enabled managers to view their data in a new light, most interest has 
been on the issues involved in developing the technology, on its performance in
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handing gigabytes of data and its ability to integrate with client-server arrangements 
(http://www.olapcouncil.org)
In general, OLAP is a category of technology that allows users to look at the data in 
terms of the many dimensions. A flat file is a collection of text data that is stored as 
records, line by line and read from the beginning of file to end of file. The definition 
of dimension is some way to locate the value of a performance measures (Corey & 
Abbey, 1997, p.250). It provides business analysts to break down the data, slices and 
dices the results, provides simply ways to view the results by define the conditions 
and select set of data. OLAP has become synonymous with MDDB technology 
(Berson, 1996, p. 481)
The OLAP council (http://www.olapcouncil.org) describes OLAP as providing quick 
access to strategic information for further analysis by using a multidimensional view 
of massive data. OLAP enables analysts, managers, and executives to gain insight into 
data through fast, consistent, interactive access to a wide variety of possible views of 
information. Raw data is transformed to MDDB and/or data cube, so MDDB and data 
cube can reflect the dimensionality of the enterprise as understood by the user. OLAP 
enables decision-making about future actions. OLAP can calculate in more complex 
than simply summarise data
OLAP and Data Warehouse technologies complement one other. The function of a 
Data Warehouse is to store and manage data. Then OLAP tools can transform data 
from a Data Warehouse into strategic information. OLAP has the ability in terms of 
navigation and browsing which are known as slice and dice. OLAP also can calculate 
more serious analyses, such as time series and complex modelling. Finally, OLAP
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moves the raw data to become the information. Furthermore, it can move the 
information to knowledge.
2.2.3 OLAP Benefits
Benefits of OLAP applications are the increase of productivity of business managers, 
developers, and whole organisations. Business users can become more self-sufficient 
when they use OLAP applications due to the flexibility of OLAP systems. Managers 
are no longer dependent on IT to make schema changes, to create joins etc. Perhaps 
more importantly, OLAP enables managers to model problems that would be 
impossible using less flexible systems with lengthy and inconsistent response times. 
More control and timely access to strategic information equal more effective decision­
making. IT developers also benefit from using the right OLAP software. Although 
OLAP system can be built by using software designed for transaction processing or 
data collection, it does not appear to be a very efficient use of a developer’s time. By 
using software specifically designed for OLAP, developers can deliver applications to 
business users faster, providing better service. Faster delivery of applications may 
also reduce the applications backlog. OLAP reduces the applications backlog still 
further by making business users self-sufficient enough to build their own models. 
However, unlike standalone departmental applications running on PC networks, 
OLAP applications are dependent on Data Warehouses and transaction processing 
systems to refresh their source level data. As a result, IT gains more self-sufficient 
users without relinquishing control over the integrity of the data. IT also realizes more 
efficient operations through OLAP. By using software designed for OLAP, IT reduces 
the query drag and network traffic on transaction systems or the Data Warehouse. 
Lastly, by providing the ability to model real business problems and a more efficient
20
use of people resources, OLAP enables the organisation as a whole to respond more 
quickly to market demands. Market responsiveness, in turn, often yields improved 
revenue and profitability. (Hyperion, 2000)
2.2.4 OLAP requirements
As more and more vendors enter the OLAP market, it has become unclear exactly 
what OLAP can do. To address this confusion some authors have specified certain 
functions that OLAP must provide. For example (Singh, 1999, p.182):
- The ability to scale to large volumes of data and large numbers of concurrent 
users
- Consistent, fast query response times that allow for iterative “speed-of- 
thought” analysis
- Integrated metadata that seamlessly links the OLAP server and the data 
warehouse
- Relational database connectivity
- The ability to automatically drill from summary and calculated data, which is 
managed by the OLAP server, to detailed data stored in the data warehouse or 
relational database
- A calculation engine that includes robust mathematical functions for 
computing derived data (aggregations, matrix calculations, cross-dimensional 
calculations)
- Seamless integration of historical, projected and derived data
- A multi-user read/write environment to support users “what-if’ analysis, 
modelling and planning requirements
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- The ability to be deployed quickly, adopted easily and maintained cost- 
effectively
- Robust data-access security and user management
- Availability of a wide variety of viewing and analysis tools to support 
different user communities
2.2.5 Problems with OLAP and MDDB
Despite the enormous advantages offered by OLAP and MDDB, there appears to be a 
problem because of the number of analyses that are possible within the complex 
models in many organisations. IT appears that some method of automating these 
analyse sis required.
2.3 Intelligent Agents
Intelligent Agents (Agents) are a recent development in the field of Artificial 
Intelligence. Many authors have suggested definitions of Agents but there is still no 
single definition for an Agent. The main characteristics of Agents are:
- Reactivity: Agents are able to perceive their environment, and act or react to 
their environment to satisfy their goals.
- Proactivity: Agents are able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the 
initiative.
- Social ability: Agents are able to cooperate with other Agents.
(Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995);
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Authors such as Brenner, Zamekow, and Wittig (1998) have extended the previous 
description as follows:
- Reactivity: Agents are able to perceive their environment, and act or react to 
the environment to satisfy their goals. Environments can be other Agents, 
human users, external information source, or physical objects. Agents should 
have suitable sensors to enable them to react to changes in their environments.
- Proactivity/Goal-orientation: Proactivity is a higher level reactivity. “Proactive 
behaviour” occurs when an Agent reacts to a change in its environment and 
takes the initiative, under specific conditions. The initiative capability requires 
that the Agent has well-defines goals or a complex goal system.
- Reasoning/leaming: Agent Reasoning is the ability of an Agent to observe its 
environment and make specific decisions when the environment changes. 
Moreover, it is the ability to learn from previous experience and adapt its 
behaviour to the environment.
- Autonomy: is the ability of an Agent to act alone. It does not depend on 
interactions with or commands from the environment. The Agent does not 
need approval for each of its steps from its user or other Agents. Furthermore, 
the degree of autonomy of an Agent is frequently specified by the user.
- Mobility: Mobility is the ability of an Agent to travel via communication 
networks from one computer to another. Agent Mobility has the advantages of 
reducing network loading and of supporting asynchronous communication.
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- Communication/Cooperation: In order to fulfil its goals, an Agent often 
interacts with its environment, including other Agents. To do so it must be 
able to communicate and cooperate. Communication is the ability to contact 
with its environment, using some communication language and standardized 
protocols for exchange of information. However, communication is adequate 
only for simple Agent systems and between individual Agents. It is not 
adequate for a dialog between several Agents. Cooperation is required for 
several Agents, providing faster and better solutions for complex tasks.
2.3.1 Classification of Intelligent Software Agents
This section summaries the Classification of Intelligent Software Agents proposed by
Brenner, Zamekow, and Wittig (1998).
Intelligent Agents
Human Agents Software Agents I Hardware
(e.g. travel agent)
i 1ÎABfèmtMÀ Agents
1 — 1------------------ “ 1
Information Cooperation Transaction I
Agents Agents | Agents I
Figure 2.2 Classification o f Intelligent Agents
- Information Agents are simple Agents with relatively limited intelligence and 
are always found in cooperation with other Agents. The majority of 
Information Agents are Stationary Agents i.e. they are not mobile.
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- Cooperation Agents have a relatively high degree of intelligence and are 
Complex Agents. They are always active in multi-Agent environments.
- Transaction Agents can be used in both single-Agent and multi-Agent 
systems. In single-Agent systems, Transaction Agents simply monitor 
transactions. However, in multi-Agent systems, Transaction Agents are used 
in complex negotiations between multiple Agents. Transaction Agents can be 
either stationary or mobile Agents, depending on the associated application.
2.3.2 Integration with OLAP/MDDB
The characteristics of Agents strongly suggest that they might be used to address, in 
part at least, the problems associated with OLAP/MDDB, namely, the need to 
automate analysis of the vast array of possible analyses that can be carried out.
2.4 Statistical Technique
Statistics are methodologies developed by scientists and mathematicians to represent 
and analyse numerical data. Statistics are widely used in the daily lives of people 
through newspapers or news broadcast e.g. weather forecast and analysis of stock 
market. These articles often include proposals or conclusions based on the analysis of 
numerical data. Statistics penetrate in many fields of endeavour such as social, 
physical, engineering, education, and business. Information on these areas is obtained
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in the form of numbers. The analysis of these data is made for better understanding 
(Anderson and Finn, pp. 3-4, 1996).
Statistic can be described as the art of making and drawing inferences and conclusions 
from imperfect data, because imperfect data may convey useful information but the 
user may not be able to fully understand the data without statistical analysis. 
Statistical techniques are used to analyse collected data, which may be obtained in 
several ways. When preparing reports, statistical graphics, plots and charts are very 
helpful to communicate results with others. More importantly, statistical methods are 
needed for extracting information from observed and collected data to obtain the deep 
understanding about the situation that is being studied (Siegel and Morgan, 1996, pp. 
2 - 10).
There are many statistical tests that can be used to analyse data but in the field of 
trend analysis, the three most appropriate statistical tests are: T-test, F-test and Chi- 
square (X ) test. The selection of an appropriate statistical test depends on the design 
of the experiment and the nature of the data that has been collected. For example, the 
T-test is a convenient method in cases where the researchers are interested in 
comparing the means of two groups. Another popular procedure is the F-test, which is 
the statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA). Finally, the Chi-square (X2) test is 
useful for determining whether two categorical variables are independent of one 
another or if they are related to one another. The Chi-square test examines the 
relationship between two variables by assessing the discrepancy between the 
theoretically expected frequency and the observed frequency. (Rosnow and 
Rosenthal, 2002, pp. 295- 339).
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The goal of this research is to demonstrate that a suite of Agents can be used to 
identify statistically significant trends in OLAP/MDDB data. The use of any one 
statistical technique is sufficient for this demonstration. Obviously, more than one 
statistical technique could be used but it appears that the suite of Agents will be quite 
extensive, even without the use of multiple statistical techniques. An initial model of 
the prototype includes Agents to:
• locate and check the validity of MDDB files,
• to examine those MDDB files to see if they have been changed
• to extract the multidimensional model from those files
• to determine all pair-wise combinations of dimensions within those files
• apply a statistical technique to identify trends in those pair-wise combinations
• notify the user that a trend has been found and
• display the tended data through the OLAP tool.
Given the complexity of this initial model, the use of only a single statistical 
techniques seems sufficient for our proof of concept. The scalable nature of Agent 
systems would allow the addition of other statistical techniques if those wewre 
required at some later stage.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter describes in detail the concepts of OLAP/MDDB, Intelligent Agents and 
statistical techniques. It appears from the literature that there are some significant 
problems associated with the use of OLAP for trend analysis, particularly the need to 
have human users carry out tedious and repetitive tasks to ensure that all possible 
trends are observed. The autonomous action of Agents would suggest that they may
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be able to carry out many of these repetitive tasks for their human users. Moreover, 
some well-defined statistical techniques for trend analysis should able to be carried 
out by one or more Agents. A suite of co-operative agents interrogating OLAP cubes 
and carrying out statistical analysis may offer a solution to the problems encountered 
in trend analysis. The following chapter describes the Research Method that could be 





The previous chapter has defined OLAP and Agent technologies. It has also described 
the advantages of each technology and outlined the significant advantages of 
combining both technologies. This information is necessary to understand the concept 
of integrating both OLAP and Agent technologies.
This chapter describes the research method to be used in the current study. The 
current research adopts a “proof of concept” approach, developing a software artefact 
to demonstrate that a general approach to solving an important class of problems is, in 
fact valid. This approach is widely accepted in the computer science discipline and in 
related disciplines. The proof of concept approach involves developing a physical 
system or prototype to demonstrate that some theory or concept is feasible. The proof 
of concept approach is used widely in experimental studies in computer science and is 
becoming more common in Information Systems research (Lau, 1997). The same 
approach is described by Wynekoop and Conger (1991) using the term “applied 
research”, by Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998) as “prototyping” and by Iavari et 
al (1998) as “constructive research”. The proof of concept approach is particularly 
useful for demonstrating the transfer of technology from one domain to another. As 
such it is particularly suitable for the current research because the current research 
applies Agent technologies to a new problem in a new domain.
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The research will be carried out in three phases. The first phase involves defining the 
problem selecting tools and technologies that are most suited to this problem, defining 
the system specifications, and selecting sample data which could be used for testing 
the prototype
The second phase involves the implementation of the prototype, including the 
development of three types of Agents: a query Agent which analyses the MDDB cube 
and extracts data, a trend analysis Agent that uses statistical methods to identify 
significant trends and a notification Agent to inform human users of the trends 
identified.
The final phase is to test the prototype using data that is representative of the data 
found in real-life applications.
3.2 Defining the problem
Given the continuing growth in the use of computerized information systems, most 
organisations now have access to more data than they can effectively deal with. The 
available data may be useful for answering specific queries or for producing routine 
reports, but the sheer volume of data makes it difficult for users to identify or access 
all of the knowledge contained within such data stores. Recently developed tools, 
such as OLAP and datamining, have attempted to address this problem by providing 
tools that allow users to collate and analyse vast amounts of data interactively.
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OLAP tools, and the MDDBs on which they rely, have only been moderately 
successful because the number of possible analyses that can be carried out 
interactively is enormous. For example, an MDDB containing retail sales data could 
have dimensions like location of sale, date of the sale, product type, supplier, 
salesperson and so on. It might have measures such as number of items sold, value of 
items and profit on items sold. An analyst could generate and inspect tables showing:
• the number of items sold by location and product type
• the number of sales by date and supplier
• the profit margin by salesperson and date
• the total values of sales by location, date of sale and product type.
In addition, these analyses could be carried out at various levels of aggregation. For 
example, location could be aggregated by store, by region, by state or by country, 
while date could be aggregated by week, by month, by quarter or by year. Clearly, the 
number of possible analyses is staggering. Moreover, the idea of carrying out these 
analyses interactively assumes that users will notice any exceptional values or 
interesting trends. While this is possible, the most interesting exceptions or trends 
may not be in the tables or charts that a user expects but in other tables and charts that 
were not actually produced or inspected.
Datamining tools have been quite successful in addressing some of the problems 
associated with OLAP and MDDB by automating the process of searching data stores. 
Frequently, however, the use of sophisticated datamining tools is often done 
interactively and assumes a high level of expertise on the part of the analyst.
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The problem then, is to produce some method of automating the process of searching 
large databases, particularly MDDBs. Some OLAP providers have addressed this 
problem in part, by providing exception reporting facilities i.e. automatically 
detecting and flagging values in the MDDB that are above or below some specified 
level. While these are useful, they ignore a most important aspect of data analysis, 
namely the detection of trends. Most managers, for example, would rather know in 
advance that sales in a particular area were falling rather than waiting until they had 
fallen to a critically low value.
Thus, the problem to be addressed is how to automate the identification of trends in 
complex sets of data, particularly multidimensional data. Agents, as described in 
Chapter 2, appear to offer a mechanism for doing this. This research attempts to show 
that the ability of Agents to operate autonomously makes them an ideal tool for trend 
analysis in MDDB. Moreover, the ability of Agents to work co-operatively towards a 
goal allows trend analysis to be carried out by multiple Agents, making the solution 
highly scalable.
3.3 Selected Tools
3.3.1 Selection of a suitable test environment.
Typically, OLAP manufacturers have their own proprietary MDDB formats and 
storage mechanisms. The main reason for this is to gain a competitive advantage over 
competitors by developing their own algorithms to transform and compress large 
relational databases to more compact multi-dimensional databases. There are a huge 
number of such OLAP tools and almost every major database manufacturer provides 
some OLAP functionality.
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One OLAP tool that would appear to be suitable for the current research is called 
Cognos. Cognos has its own MDDB, called “Power Cube”. A Cognos tool, called 
Transformer, uses complex algorithms to compress large databases into “Power 
Cube” format. Cognos is a “mid-range” OLAP tool, suitable for small to medium 
enterprises. It is widely available and runs on a number of hardware platforms, 
including those available to the researcher. For the purposes of the current research, it 
is provides all the necessary OLAP functions and so is a viable candidate test 
environment.
3.3.2 OLE DB for OLAP
OLE DB for OLAP is a new data engine that allows software developers to access 
OLAP data from a variety of OLAP products. The original idea of “Open OLAP” was 
developed by Microsoft Corporation and third-party companies, including Cognos. 
OLE DB for OLAP is one of best tools/technologies for accessing OLAP data, 
especially for developers who are familiar with Microsoft software development 
environments such as Microsoft Access, Visual Basic, Visual C, Visual Interdev, 
Visual J, and so on. Although Microsoft supports the use of OLE DB for OLAP 
within its own product range, their support for OLE DB for OLAP is inadequate for 
developers attempting to access third-party products.
3.3.4 Selecting an Agent development environment
In the past, Cognos has been a closed-system product i.e. the product does not allow 
developers to access Cognos Power Cubes. There has, however, been a recent upsurge 
in interest in “Open OLAP” by OLAP providers. As a result, more providers are
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developing their products to allow developer to access their data cubes. Now, Cognos 
allows Visual Basic script to access the Cognos Power Cube. This is one of the main 
reasons for choosing Visual Basic to build the Agents in this research. Visual Basic is 
one of the most suitable tools to implement the prototype, especially in a short time 
frame required by this research.
3.4 Prototype Specification
The original idea of this prototype is a set of cooperating Agents which are able to 
search data cubes, to slice and dice the data to find any trends or patterns in the data 
and finally to alert human users that such trends have been found. Because of time 
constraints, this prototype implements only the main functions that enable a 
demonstration of the ability to integrate Agents and OLAP/MDDB. The prototype 
specifications are shown below. To satisfy the goals of this research, the Agents must 
be able to:
- locate and access MDDB cubes and examine the data
- extract the structure of MDB cubes, identifying all measures, all 
dimensions and the hierarchy of any dimension in each cube.
- generate all possible sets of relationships between measures and 
dimensions, at all possible levels of aggregation.
- allow users to select the degree of significance required
- apply the Chi-Square formulae and return the correct results
- hide non-significant relationships
- allow users to interact with them by choosing interesting relationships.
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3.5 Sample data
The sample data used in the prototype comprises the three types of data gathered in 
the 1991 census of Australia data, namely data about people, families and dwellings. 
The data is complex, containing more than 160 000 records with up to 60 dimensions 
(Hyland, 2000). For the purposes of this research, it was not necessary to include all 
the available dimensions or measures in test cubes, so the researcher reduced the 
degree of complexity in various multi-dimensional models by selecting only a subset 
of the available dimensions. To ensure that the gents were dealing with sufficiently 
complex data, models with between 3 and 9 dimensions were generated. All of these 
models were tested extensively. For the sake of brevity, the following description of 
the data presents only a three-dimensional model using the dimensions: sex, location, 
and age, and a single measure (the count of the number of people in the sample file). 
The multi-dimensional structure is shown in Tables 3.1 -  3.3 and Figures 3.1 - 3.3 
show the possible relationships between the dimensions sex, location, and age.
D IM E N S IO N C A T E G O R IE S
A G E U p  to 5
0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5
6 to 12
6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 2
13 to 18
1 3 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8
19 to 24
1 9 ,2 0 ,2 1 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,2 4
25 to 39
2 5 ,2 6 ,2 7 ,2 8 ,2 9 ,3 0 ,3 1 ,3 2 ,3 3 ,3 4 ,3 5 ,3 6 ,3 7 ,3 8 , 39
4 0  to 64
4 0 ,4 1 ,4 2 ,4 3 ,4 4 ,4 5 ,4 6 ,4 7 ,4 8 ,4 9 ,5 0 ,5 1 ,5 2 ,5 3 ,5 4 ,5 5 ,5 6 ,5 7 ,5 8 ,5 9 ,6 0 ,6 1 ,6 2 ,6 3 ,6 4
O ver 64
Table 3.1 Categories in the age dimension
D IM E N S IO N C A T E G O R IE S
S E X Fem ale
M ale
Table 3.2 Categories in the sex dimension
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D IM E N S IO N C A T E G O R IE S
L O C A T IO N All Australia 













Q u een s la n d
Brisbane
Moreton
Far North Queensland 
Remainder Queensland 
A ll S A , W A  an d  N T  
Adelaide 
Perth
Remainder SA, WA, NT 
T a sm a n ia  &  A C T
Table 3.3 shows the categories in location dimension
Figure 3.1 Possible relationships o f location (location and age, location and sex)
Figure 3.2 Possible relationships o f age (age and location, age and sex)
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Figure 3.3 Possible relationships o f sex (sex and Age, sex and location)
3.5.1 CSV files (Comma Separated Value) to MDDB
The source data described above is provided by the Australian Bureau of Statistics as 
a 1% sample file in CSV format. A CSV (Comma Separated Value) file is an ASCII 
file that contains data fields delimited or separated by commas. Several 
applications/software can import, export and open the CSV files, such as Microsoft 
Excel, Microsoft Access, Microsoft Notepad, and so on. CSV file have two formats; 
simple text fields delimited by commas, and text fields delimited by commas with 
column titles. In the latter files, the first line of the CSV file is a header/title.
The data was imported from the CSV file directly into a Cognos Power Cube. Cognos 
is able to read CSV files, and if the file has a header row, to generate a hypercube. 
The cube was then modified to include the hierarchies shown in Table 3.1 and 3.3. 
The sex dimension was too simple to be divided into multiple hierarchies.
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3.6 System Development Environments
3.6.1 Implementation Environments
Hardware:
- CPU Intel Pentium m  866 MHz
- Memory 512 MB
- Disk space 25 GB of 30 GB 
Software:
- Windows XP Enterprise Edition
- Visual Studio 6.0 Profession Edition
- Cognos Power Play 7.0





- CPU Intel Pentium I I266
- Memory 64 MB
- Disk space 110 MB of 3.2 GB 
Software:
- Windows 2000
- Visual Studio 6.0 Profession Edition





This chapter has three sections describing the prototype development, namely, 
defining the problem, selecting appropriate technologies and tools, and defining the 
prototype specifications that must be achievable in the limited timeframe of the 
research. The following chapter will describe the actual development of the prototype.
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CHAPTER 4
Implementation of the System Prototype
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter describes the development environment and test data used for 
the prototype. This chapter describes the implementation of the system prototype. The 
development was carried out in three phases:
1. Generating multi-dimensional data models using Cognos PowerPlay,
2. Developing Inspection, Query, Trend Analysis and Notification Agents, and
3. Testing the results produced by the Agents by manually calculating the Chi- 
Square values and comparing them to those derived by the Trend Analysis 
Agent.
4.2 Generating multi-dimensional data models.
Cognos provides a tool called “PowerPlay Transformer” to transform the raw data to 
multi-dimensional form. Providing that the source data is suitably organised, the 
creation of multi-dimensional models with Transformer is very simple. The source 
data in this case was a comma delimited (CSV) file containing a 1% sample of the 
1991 census of Australia. The CSV file contained a header section which provided the 
names of the dimensions to be used in the model. The process of generating the model 
and its associated hypercube involves the following steps:
select New in the file menu and give the model a name,
change the data source type to “Delimited-field text with column titles”,
give the location and name of raw data, uncheck auto design.
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Transformer uses some very clever algorithms to develop an ad hoc model based on 
the characteristics of the data and the names in the header section. The data used in 
the research contained the dimensions age, sex and location and the measure was a 
simple count of the population i.e. the number of people in each category. Turning off 
the auto design feature disables some of these algorithms and allows the user to 
specify the model, instead. This is done by:
• dragging and dropping the headings age, location, and sex drop to the 
dimension map and
• dragging and dropping the heading population to the list of measures.
Once the model is defined, a hypercube can be generated by selecting the option, 
Create power cubes from the run menu. These are stored in a proprietary format 
known as MDC (Multi- Dimensional Cube) files.
It should be remembered that the goal of the research is not to demonstrate the ease 
with which such MDDB models and hypercubes can be developed -  that would be a 
trivial exercise. The aim of the research is to demonstrate that Agents can access such 
hypercubes and correctly identify trends within the data in these hypercubes. 
Obviously, to demonstrate the functionality of the Agents, it is necessary to have at 
least one hypercube to test.
4.3 Building a set of co-operative Agents.
This system prototype was designed to locate MDC cubes, extract data from those 
cubes and systematically analyse that data for significant trends. The system should 
also provide a mechanism for notifying human users of any trends that were 
identified. While it would be possible to build a conventional system to carry out
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these functions, the Agent approach provides a number of advantages. The system can 
be built incrementally, with each Agent being built and tested independently. 
Secondly, the use of an Agent approach allows the system to be extended or enhanced 
with ease. Finally, the Agents developed in such a prototype can run autonomously, 
only notifying human operators when something of interest has been found.
Figure 4.1 Systems Flow chart
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Figure 4.1 shows a flow chart for the overall system. However, it must be recalled that 
this series of actions is not being carried out by a single piece of software but by a set 
of Agents working co-operatively.
4.3.1 Searching all files which have the Power Cubes pattern
One of the problems associated with the manual analysis of OLAP data, is the need to 
revisit these analyses every time an MDDB is updated. An Agent approach offers a 
solution to this problem because one or more Agents could reside permanently in a 
data warehouse and monitor the status of the MDDBs. To demonstrate this concept, 
the first of the Agents needed was an Inspection Agent — one that could correctly 
identify genuine MDDB files and determine if they had been recently updated. In the 
Cognos environment, MDDB files are known as Multi-Dimensional Cube (MDC) 
files. This meant that the Inspection Agent should be able to:
- recognise the pattern of multi-dimensional database used in MDC files
- identify any MDC files that had been updated and
- pass information about these MDC files to the Query Agent
For this component, the developer has to examine files to find real multi-dimensional 
cubes. One popular solution among VB developers is to open unknown files and use 
the error handling method. Unfortunately, there are three possible cases of errors 
which return the same error numbers and the same error description. To distinguish 
between these types of errors the three approaches below were used.
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The wrong cube in the wrong format:
BEGIN
OPEN UNKNOW FILE 
IF NOT ERROR THEN
ADD CUBE INFORMATION TO CUBESLIST
ENDIF
END
The wrong cube in the MDC format
BEGIN
OPEN UNKNOW FILE 
IF NOT ERROR THEN
ADD CUBE INFORMATION TO CUBESLIST
ENDIF
END
The right cube in the wrong format
BEGIN
OPEN UNKNOW FILE 
IF NOT ERROR THEN
CHANGE THE UNKNOW FILE TO MDC FORMAT 
OPEN UNKNOW FILE 
IF NOT ERROR THEN





Using this method, it was easy to demonstrate that the Inspection Agent was correctly 
able to identify MDC files in a variety of locations.
4.3.2 Using the functionalities of Cognos products
The base data stored within a Cognos MDC file is accessible using ODBC OLE. 
However, one of the problems of trend identification in OLAP data is that trends may 
be discernible at one level of aggregation and not at another. For example, a trend in 
population aging may be visible at a regional level and not at a state level. This means 
that the data in the MDC must be inspected at several levels of aggregation and these 
different levels of aggregation are most easily produced using OLAP functions 
provided by tools like Cognos. Indeed, the development of Agents in an OLAP 
environment could well make use of all the functionalities and properties which are 
offered by the Cognos product. However, because of the limitation of time, the 
researcher has used only necessary functionalities and properties, such as drill down, 
roll up, dimension line, child dimension, and so on.
The procedure for using these functions is show below:
D E C L A R E  D IM E N S IO N  N A M E  
D E C L A R E  D IM E N S IO N  C H ILD  
B E G IN
O P E N  D A T A  C U B E
S E T  D IM E N S IO N  N A M E  T O  F IR ST  D IM E N S IO N  OF D A T A  C U B E  
SE T  D IM E N S IO N  C H ILD  T O  TH E F IR ST  D IM E N S IO N  LIN E  
D IS P L A Y  D IM E N S IO N  C H ILD
END
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When invoked, this procedure allows the Agent to determine the level of aggregation 
that is required for a specific trend analysis. The code used to produce the 
Identification Agent is shown in Figure 4.2, below.
/*  M A IN  F U N C T IO N  */
/*  G L O B A L  V A R IA B L E  */
D E C L A R E  Q U E R Y  F U N C T IO N  A S  E X T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  T R E N D  F U N C T IO N  A S  E X T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  N O T IF Y  F U N C T IO N  A S  E X T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  F I L E E V E N T  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  C H E C K  P A T T E R N  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  C E L L  D A T A  A S  T W O  D IM E N S IO N  A R R A Y
B E G IN
/*  P R IV A T E  V A R IA B L E  */
D E C L A R E  V A R _D E V IC E  A S  P H Y S IC A L  D E V IC E  
D E C L A R E  V A R  P A T H  A S  S Y S T E M  D IR E C T O R Y  
D E C L A R E  V A R F I L E  A S  S Y S T E M  FILE  
D E C L A R E  V A R F I L E E V E N T  A S  FILE E V E N T
/*  SE A R C H  F O R  A L L  P H Y S IC A L  D E V IC E S */
W H IL E  T R U E  =  T R U E
SE T  V A R _D E V IC E  TO  C U R R E N T  P H Y SIC A L  D E V IC E S  
C A L L  V A R _F IL E _E V E N T  F U N C T IO N  
IF V A R  FILE E V E N T  T H E N
F IN D  V A R  FIL E  IN  C U B E  PR O FILE  
IF N O T  F O U N D  T H E N
U P D A T E  C U B E  PR O FILE  






VAR DEVICE IS THE LAST PHYSICAL DEVICE
LOOP
END
Figure 4.2 Searching for MDC using the Identification Agent
4.3.3 Acquiring values and getting responses from Cognos products
This is the most important part of the development process. It is also the most 
difficult, especially when working on a large numbers of variables, for which there 
are very complex relationships in multi-dimensional form. This component most fully
demonstrates the successful integration of OLAP and Agents.
Figure 4.3 Cognos PowerPlay o f Values required by the Trend Analysis Agent
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Figure 4.3 shows a Cognos display of the population, organised by sex and location. 
Of particular interest in this case, are the numbers of females in each state. (Because 
of the way the census data has been aggregated, there are only 5 state totals and a total 
for the whole of the 1% sample of the census.) The 5 highlighted state totals are: 
28793, 15219,21124, 15841 and 3761.
Figure 4.4 shows the values retrieved from the power cube by the Query Agent. The 
Agent interface is the grey window overlying the Cognos display, as shown in Figure 
4.3. The set of values displayed under the heading “Project 1” are the same as the 5 
values highlighted in Figure 4.3.
' Power Play - [PPlayS of a (Reporter)]
t l  File Ed* View Insert Explore Calculate Format Tods Window Help
M ê M M M ÏL î I  B » l@ liy lm la iiid id h-Im I - ■
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/  '■ '
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For Help, press FI. ________________________
S 3  0 O  j[ âVB.OLAP I S J  Local Disk (G) | gP[4, Imptemen...| Project 1 -Ml... | C  Power Play - ...| t^Form l | 12:22PM
Figure 4.4 Prototype presents the correct sequence o f values o f Sex and Location
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This is a significant result because it means that the Query Agent has been able to 
extract the values from the Cognos hypercube. Moreover, it should be understood that 
these values are not actually stored in the hypercube, per se. Instead, these values are 
generated from the base data in the hypercube by the Cognos engine. The Query 
Agent has interacted with that engine to force it to generate a set of values at a desired 
level of aggregation, using the commands shown below.
D E C L A R E  D IM E N S IO N  N A M E  
D E C L A R E  D IM E N S IO N  CH ILD  
D E C L A R E  D IM E N S IO N  R O W S  
D E C L A R E  D IM E N S IO N  C O L U M N S  
B E G IN
O P E N  D A T A  C U B E
SE T  D IM E N S IO N  N A M E  T O  FIR ST  D IM E N SIO N  O F D A T A  C U B E  
SE T  D IM E N S IO N  C H ILD  T O  T H E  FIR ST  D IM E N S IO N  LIN E  
SE T  D IM E N S IO N  R O W S TO  FIR ST  D IM E N SIO N  LIN E  
SE T  D IM E N S IO N  C O L U M N S TO  SE C O N D  D IM E N SIO N  LIN E  
D IS P L A Y  T H E  V A L U E  OF (FIR ST  R O W S, FIR ST  C O L U M N S)
D IS P L A Y  T H E  V A L U E  OF (FIR ST  R O W S, L A ST -1 C O L U M N S)
E N D
Details of the code used in the Query Agent are shown below.
/*  C H E C K  P A T T E R N  F U N C T IO N  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  V A R  U N K N O W  FILE A S  ST R IN G  
D E C L A R E  V A R _O B J A S  O BJE C T  
S E T  V A R  O B J T O  O P E N  M D C
G E T  T H E  S Y S T E M  E R R O R  N U M B E R  
IF S Y S T E M  E R R O R  N U M B E R  IS N U L L  T H E N  
R E T U R N  (1 )
E L SE
R E T U R N  (0 )
E N D IF
E N D
/*  FIL E  E V E N T  F U N C T IO N  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  V A R  O B J A S  O BJEC T  
D E C L A R E  V A R  D E V IC E  A S  ST R IN G  
D E C L A R E  V A R P A T H  A S  ST R IN G  
D E C L A R E  V A R F I L E  A S  ST R IN G  
W H IL E  V A R  P A T H  IS T H E  L A S T  P A T H
SE T  V A R  P A T H  T O  P A T H (P H Y SIC A L _D E V IC E ) 
W H IL E  V A R  FILE IS T H E  L A ST  FILE  
SE T  V A R  FILE TO  FIL E (PA T H )
R E A D  T H E  S Y ST E M  PR O FILE  
IF E X IST  T H E N
R E T U R N  N U L L
E L SE
R E T U R N  1
E N D IF
L O O P




The schematic diagram below shows the interaction between a suite of Agents used in 
this research to examine the contents of MDC cubes and generate all of the possible 
combinations of dimensions at all possible levels of aggregation. Individual Agents 
are shown as ( 3 ) .
Figure 4.5 Interaction between Agents carrying out the Inspection Function
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4.3.5 Query data
The task of querying the cubes to extract data was carried out by the code below.
D E C L A R E  M A T C H  F U N C T IO N  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  G E N E R A T E  D A T A  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  V A R O B J  A S  O B JE C T  
D E C L A R E  V A R D I M E N S I O N  A S  O B JE C T  
D E C L A R E  V A R C H I L D  A S  O B JE C T  
SE T  V A R _O B J T O  O P E N _M D C
/*  T H E  S T R U C T U R E  O F M D C  D E F IN E  T H E  M E A S U R E  A S  D IM E N S IO N  IN  T H IS  
L O O P W E  O N L Y  IN T E R E S T  IN  D IM E N S IO N  T H E N  W E  JU ST  IG N O R E  T H E  L A ST  
D IM E N S IO N  */
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  D IM E N S IO N  -  1
SE T  V A R D I M E N  SIO N  T O  D IM E N S IO N (V A R _O B J)
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  D IM E N S IO N  C H IL D
SE T  V A R  C H IL D  T O  D IM E N S IO N  C H IL D (V A R  D IM E N S IO N  CH ILE) 
U P D A T E  IN F O R M A T IO N  T O  M D C  PR O FILE
L O O P
L O O P
E N D
/*  M A T C H  F U N C T IO N  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  T H E  L E V E L  O F D IM E N S IO N  A S  IN T E G E R  
D E C L A R E  T H E  R E L A T IO N SH IP  A S  ST R IN G , A N D  ST R IN G
/*  L E V E L  O F D IM E N S IO N  ‘ 1’ H IG H  L E V E L  , ‘2 ’ M ID  L E V E L  T H E  F O C U S O N  S U B ­
D IM E N S IO N , ‘3 ’ L O W  L E V E L  T H E  F O C U S O N  T H E  L O W E ST  L E V E L  OF D IM E N S IO N  */
G E T  T H E  L E V E L  O F D IM E N S IO N
L O A D  D IM E N S IO N  PR O FIL E  T O  M A IN  D A T A
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L O A D  D IM E N S IO N  P R O FIL E  T O  T E M P D A T A
F O R  T H E  F IR S T  M A I N D A T A  T O  T H E  L A S T  M A I N D A T A
F O R  T H E  F IR ST  T E M P _ D A T A  T O  T H E  L A S T  T E M P _ D A T A  
IF CXJRRENT M A IN  N O T  -  C U R R E N T  T E M P
U P D A T E  R E L A T IO N SH IP  W IT H  C U R R E N T  M A IN , C U R R E N T  T E M P
D E L E T E  C U R R E N T  T E M P  D A T A
E N D IF
N E X T
N E X T
E N D
/*  G E N E R A T E  D A T A  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  C E L L  D A T A  A S  T W O  D IM E N S IO N  A R R A Y  
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  R E C O R D  O F R E L A T IO N SH IP  
O P E N  D A T A  C U B E
S E T  T H E  F IR ST  ST R IN G  IN  R E L A T IO N SH IP  T O  R O W S  
S E T  T H E  SE C O N D  S T R IN G  IN  R E L A T IO N SH IP  T O  C O L U M N S  
G E N E R A T E  T H E  C ELL D A T A  
W H IL E  R O W  D A T A  IS T H E  L A S T  R O W
W H IL E  C O L U M N  D A T A  IS T H E  L A S T  C O L U M N  
SE T  C E L L  D A T A  T O  R O W , C O L U M N
L O O P
L O O P
L O O P
E N D
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The schematic diagram below shows the interaction between a suite of Agents used to 
identify trends in the data. The data consists of each of the combinations of
4.3.6 Developing a Trend Analysis Agent
dimensions produced by the Agents shown in Figure 4.5 Individual Agents are shown
as
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Initially it was thought that the Trend Analysis Agent might detect trends by relatively 
simple means. If for example, a set of values were observed to be increasing 
throughout the whole of their range, then a trend had been identified. This approach 
was quickly abandoned for several reasons. Firstly, the rate at which a set of numbers 
was increasing or decreasing might vary considerably, requiring a subjective decision 
about the significance of the increase or decrease. Secondly, a set of values might 
show a non-linear trend e.g increase for several values, decrease for one value then 
continue to increase. This might be considered by an analyst as an overall increase 
and thus be seen as significant. If, however, there were several decreases in a set of 
generally increasing values it becomes more and more difficult to be sure whether or 
not a trend had been detected.
To overcome this subjectivity in deciding on the significance of any possible trend, it 
was decided to use a simple statistical test, the Chi Square test, to determine whether 
there was any statistically significant trend within a set of values. This not only 
produced a more objective measure but allowed the possibility that the user could 
specify a level of significance, making the Agent more flexible.
The next problem was to locate data within the hypercube for analysis. The problem 
with carrying out such analyses manually is that there are many combinations of 
dimensions that can be used to organize the data. Thus the population in our sample 
data can be organized by age and sex, by age and location and by sex and location. 
This is further complicated by the fact that trends that are evident at one level of 
aggregation may not be apparent at higher or lower levels of aggregation. It had 
already been shown that the Inspection Agent could interact with Cognos functions to
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produce data at all the possible levels of aggregation, it remained to develop a Trend 
Analysis Agent that could systematically traverse the data to find trends in any 
combination of dimensions at any level of aggregation.
The strategy that was employed by the Trend Analysis Agent was to select a single 
dimension, say Location, and then systematically combine that with each of the other 
available dimensions, in this case, Sex and Age. This produces sets of values 
representing the population organized by two dimensions: “Location by Age” and 
“Location by Sex”. Such sets of values produce a two dimensional array, having in 
the case of “Location by Age”, as many rows are there were Locations and as many 
columns as there were Ages. The Trend Analysis Agent would then take each row in 
turn and test it using the Chi Square test to determine if there was a trend in that data. 
Once the Trend Analysis Agent had analysed all the rows for the first two 
dimensional array, it would move on to the next array, in this case “Location by Sex”. 
Once all of the combinations of Location with other dimensions had been tested, the 
Agent would move on to another dimension, such as Age, and combine Age with each 
of the other dimensions, unless that pair of dimensions had already been tested. Thus, 
in our previous example, Age would only be combined with Sex, to give an “Age by 
Sex” array, because the “Age by Location” analysis had already been carried out.
In the event that a particular row in an array was found to show a significant trend, the 
Trend Analysis Agent would pass the relevant information on to the Notification 
Agent. If, for example, the Trend Analysis Agent found that there was a correlation 
between Age and Sex for some particular Location, it would pass the details of this 
correlation to the Notification Agent.
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The task of analysing the trends was carried out by the code below.
D E C L A R E  O B S _ F U N C T IO N  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  E X P  F U N C T IO N  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  X II_ F U N C T IO N  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
B E G IN
C A L L  O B S F U N C T I O N  
C A L L  E X P  F U N C T IO N  
C A L L  X I I F U N C T I O N  
C A L L  D F F U N C T I O N  
F IN D  x 2  V A L U E  IN  p -ta b le
E N D
/*  O B S  F U N C T IO N  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  V A R R  A S  IN T E G E R  
D E C L A R E  V A R  C A S  IN T E G E R  
D E C L A R E  V A R  I A S  IN T E G E R
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  R O W S
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  C O L U M N
U P D A T A  T H E  S U M  V A L U E  T O  T H E  L A S T  R O W S+1  
U P D A T E  T H E  S U M  V A L U E  T O  T H E  L A S T  C O L U M N +1
L O O P
L O O P
/* E X P _ F U N C T IO N  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  V A R  R  A S  IN T E G E R  
D E C L A R E  V A R  C A S  IN T E G E R
4.3.7 Trend Analysis Code
DECLARE VAR I AS INTEGER
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  R O W S
W H IL E  T H E  L A S T  C O L U M N
U P D A T E  E X P  D A T A  W IT H
(T O T A L  R O W  * T O T A L  C O L )/ G R A N T O T A L )
L O O P
L O O P
E N D
/*  X II F U N C T IO N  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  R  A S  IN T E G E R  
D E C L A R E  C A S  IN T E G E R  
D E C L A R E  I A S  IN T E G E R  
W H IL E  R  =  T H E  L A S T  R O W S
W H IL E  C IS T H E  L A S T  C O L U M N S
V A R X  =  ((O B S D A T A (R ,C ) -  E X P D A T A (R ,C ))A2 )/  E X P D A T A (R ,C ) 
X II =  X II+  V A R x
L O O P
L O O P
E N D
/*  D E G R E E  O F F R E E D O M  */
B E G IN




The schematic diagram below shows the interaction between a suite of Agents used to 
Notify the human user of any trends found in the data. The trends and the data 
showing those trends are identified by the suite of Agents shown in Figure 4.6 
Individual Agents are shown as1
Figure 4.7 Interaction between Agents carrying out the Notification Function
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The Notification Agent informs a human user of the trends identified by the Trend 
Analysis Agent. This is a relatively simple function and one that could have been 
earned out by the Trend Analysis Agent, itself However, the Notification Agent was 
developed for two reasons, integral to the aims of this research. Firstly, the 
fundamental approach being demonstrated in this research is that a set of Agents can 
work co-operatively to identify trends in data produced by OLAP tools. To 
demonstrate the co-operative interaction of the Agents, it was necessary to separate a 
number of functions and have those functions carried out by separate Agents. Thus 
the Notification Agent demonstrates the co-operative nature of the Agent interaction. 
More importantly, however, the Notification Agent is necessary to demonstrate the 
potential for incremental development of the prototype.
The current prototype only demonstrates that a trend exists but does not attempt to 
determine the nature of that trend. It would probably be very useful to a human user to 
know some details of the identified trend. If, for example, there was a significant 
increase in the Age of Females in a certain Location over time, it would be useful to 
know both the “type” and rate of that increase. By “type” of increase, we mean the 
mathematical model that best represents the increase e.g. linear, exponential, 
logarithmic etc. Assuming that the “type” of increase was linear, a user might be 
interested in the rate of that linear increase e.g. a twofold, fourfold or tenfold increase.
One major advantage of the Agent approach is that separate Agents could be 
developed incrementally to analyse these trends in more detail. Thus, the initial Trend 
Analysis Agent could pass information about an identified trend to a Linear Agent
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which would determine whether or not the trend was linear and if it was, calculate the 
rate of linear change. Similarly, the Trend Analysis Agent could pass information 
about an identified trend to an Exponential Agent, which would determine whether or 
not the trend was exponential and if it was, determine the characteristics of that 
exponential change. In either of these scenarios, it would not be the job of the Trend 
Analysis Agent to notify the human user. Instead, it would make sense for whichever 
Agent had eventually identified a trend to pass that information on to a Notification 
Agent.
Thus the Notification Agent in the current research serves as a demonstration of both 
the co-operative functioning of the Agents and the appropriateness of the Agent 
approach to incremental development of such analytical systems. In the current 
scenario, the Notification Agent receives information from the Trend Analysis Agent 
about the dimensions in which a tend was identified and the members of those 
dimensions to which the trend applied. Thus the Trend Analysis Agent might identify 
a trend in the Age and Location dimensions, specifically related to the Location NSW 
and Ages from 5 to 25. This information would be passed to the Notification Agent 
which would produce a meaningful message for the human user.
The current version of the prototype does not, of course, have any information about 
the type or rate of the trend, only that it is statistically significant. Thus, a typical 
notification might be of the form:
“A statistically significant trend has been identified in 
the Ages o f Females in the Inner Sydney Location
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The notification identifies all dimensions that are involved in the trend and specifies 
those members of the dimensions that were significant. Armed with this information, 
a human user of an OLAP tool could easily generate tables which would allow the 
user to further explore this significant trend.
The code used to produce the Notification Agent is provided below.
/*  N O T IF IC A T IO N  F U N C T IO N  */
D E C L A R E  C E L L _ D A T A  A S  IN T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
D E C L A R E  S H O W _P O W E R _P L A Y  A S  E X T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  
B E G IN
L IS T  A L L  T H E  S IG N IF IC A N T  R E L A T IO N  
U S E R  S E L E C T  T H E  R E L A T IO N  
C A L L  C E L L D A T A
C A L L  E X T E R N A L  F U N C T IO N  T O  S H O W S  P O W E R P L A Y
E N D
/*  C E L L  D A T A  */
B E G IN
D E C L A R E  O B JPP A S  O B JE C T
D E C L A R E  O B J L I S T C  A S  O B JE C T
D E C L A R E  O B J L I S T R  A S  O B JE C T
S E T  O B JP P  T O  N E W  P O W E R P L A Y
S E T  D IM E N S IO N L IS T  T O  O B JL IST  C
S E T  D IM E N S IO N L IS T  T O  O B JL IST _R
A D D  O B JL IST  C T O  D IM E N SIO N L IST (O B JP P .C O L U M N )
A D D  O B JL IST  R  T O  D IM E N SIO N L IST (O B JP P .R O W )
E N D
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4.4 Testing the prototype.
As described in the previous sections, the prototype has been incrementally tested 
with a Cognos MDDB containing a 1% sample of the 1991 census of Australia. As 
reported in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the Inspection and Query Agents have been
shown to be able to use OLAP functions to retrieve the required subsets of data from 
the MDDB.
During testing, the Trend Analysis Agent identified a number of trends in the census 
data. Having ascertained that the data that gave rise to these trends was valid data, it 
was necessary to ensure that the Chi Square test carried out by the Trend Analysis 
Agent was correct for the given data. This was done by replicating the Chi Square test 
on the validated data using Microsoft Excel. In all of the cases in which trends were 
identified, the Chi Square test was shown to be a valid.
As a result of the checks of the validity of the data and the checks of the correctness 
of the Chi Square test, it can be safely asserted that the combination of Query and 
Trend Analysis Agents do in fact correctly identify statistically significant trends in 
OLAP based systems.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter describes how the various Agents were developed and how the output 
from the Agents was successfully tested. The Agents described in this chapter appear 
to be a valid proof of concept that Agents provide an effective tool to identify trends 
in multi-dimensional data. The next chapter presents the results of testing of the 





The previous chapter describes the implementation of the system prototype, using 
pseudocode to explain the technical aspects of the implementation. This chapter 
describes the performance of the prototype during extended testing. These results 
demonstrate that the prototype performs all of the required functions in an acceptable 
time frame. As such, the prototype acts as a “proof of concept” for the identification 
of trends by integration of OLAP and Agent technologies. Because of the time 
limitation in the current research, only a subset of the possible Agent functions have 
been implemented and tested. However, the prototype has been designed and 
developed in such a way that it is could be easily extended to include additional 
functions
5.2 Extended testing of the system prototype
The first step in testing was to demonstrate that the Inspection Agent could correctly 
identify valid Cognos Multi-Dimensional Cube (MDC) files in any attached storage 
device, including removable drives such as floppy drive, compact disk drive, and zip 
drive. A number of MDC files were placed on different storage media and the 
Inspection Agent was invoked. Figure 5.1 shows the fist of MDC files recovered by 
the Inspection Agent -  a total of eighteen data cubes from different sources. The 
Inspection Agent executed this function perfectly.
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* Agents N o.l: a. mdc 
^  Agents No.2: AgentsCube.mdc 
r  Agents No.3: Outdoofs.mdc 
^  Agents No.4: DweHAmdc 
^  Agents No.5: Family A.mdc 
C Agents No.6: People A.mdc 
r  Agents No.7: People B.mdc 
C  Agents No.8: People C.mdc 
f  Agents No.9: AustiaDanCensus.mdc 
Agents No.10: TEST.mdc
^  Agents No.11: DriB-Through-to-Cube (Standard].mdc 
C Agents No. 12: GO Market Research.mdc 
f  Agents No.13: Great Outdoors Company.mdc 
C Agents No. 14: Great Outdoors.mdc 
f  Agents N o. 15: 0 utdoors. mdc 
f  Agents N o. 16: M ultiple S ources. mdc 
Agents No.17: Sales.mdc
Agents N o. 18: a. mdc
'-r,ilif
Figure 5.1 Search results fo r valid data cubes
Further tests were earned out on several of the MDC files above to ensure that the 
Agents could in fact handle both simple and complex multi-dimensional structures. 
The second phase of testing was to query various MDDBs and identify the available 
dimensions. Initial testing was carried out using an MDDB with the three dimensions 
Age, Sex and Location and a measure that was a count of the number of people. From 
the three dimensions, the Agent was expected to develop a matrix of possible 
combinations of dimensions. This array should not contain any “null” combinations, 
nor should it allow duplication of combinations.
Thus, the valid combinations for the SEX dimension are SEX by AGE, and SEX by 
LOCATION. A combination such as SEX by SEX is a null combination and should 
be omitted. Having identified the two valid combinations above, the Agent should 
now move on to another dimension, in this case, LOCATION. This dimension can be 
involved in three combinations: LOCATION by AGE, LOCATION by SEX and 
LOCATION by LOCATION. Of these combinations, LOCATION by LOCATION is
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a null combination and LOCATION by SEX is a duplication of a previous 
combination in the matrix. Thus the only valid combination is LOCATION by AGE.
Moving on now to the final dimension, AGE, all possible combinations are either null 
or duplicate a previously derived combination. Figure 5.2 shows the output from the 
Agent carrying out this task. The results are exactly as required.
■ ■ •
f" Sex <•> Location
Figure 5.2 shows matching relationship
Additional testing was carried out on more complex MDDBs. The Agent was able to 
correctly generate the matrices for four, five and six dimensional MDDBs. In one test 
of a six dimensional MDDB, the Agent was able to derive the structure of the MDDB 
and generate a suitable matrix in under 50 seconds.
However, the Agent encountered problems with larger sized MDDBs. The Agent used 
the computer’s RAM to store various working parameters, with more parameters 
being required for larger MDDBs. For a nine dimensional MDDB, the Agent caused a 
memory overflow. This does not appear to be a direct result of the number of 
dimensions themselves but of the number of members in all of the dimensions in the 
MDDB. If, for example, the dimensions in the MDDB had only a few members e.g. 
SEX has only two members; male and female, then the memory overflow problem 
would not occur.
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Notwithstanding these memory problems, the Agent demonstrated that analysis of 
MDDBs to produce a working matrix was quite possible.
The third step in processing the data was to take each of these combinations in turn 
and carry out a Chi Square test on them. As described in the statistical literature, this 
involves locating a set of Observed values within the original data and comparing 
those with a set of Expected values In the original design, these values were generated 
for all of the members in both dimensions and stored in a single four dimensional 
array, having the form:
RelationNum, TableCode, Row, Column
While this large array worked well on the hardware used to implement the Agents (a 
Pentium m , 866MHz with 256M of RAM), it was somewhat problematic on the 
hardware used during the testing phase (a Pentium n, 233 MHz with only 64Mb of 
RAM). There were also problems with the limitations of hard disk space on the test 
hardware. These problems suggested that there might be difficulties testing more 
complex MDDBs, even when using the more powerful implementation hardware. To 
overcome this potential problem, it was decided to split the array into a simple two 
dimensional array with the structure:
Row, Column
This, in turn, meant that the Agent would have to generate many such simple arrays in 
each pass through the data. This approach appears to have worked quite well and the 
Agent functions at a reasonable speed, even on the very dated hardware of the test 
environment.
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The next step was to utilise the Observed and Expected Values in multiple Chi Square 
tests for each combination of dimensions. To determine whether or not a result is 
significant, it is necessary to compare the calculated results with know P-values, 
which were available to the Agents as tables of values. The values shown in Figure 
5.3 are the degrees of freedom and the calculated Chi Square statistic for each of the 
dimension pairs in the combination matrix. The Chi Square values were also 
generated using Microsoft Excel and agree exactly with those calculated by the 
prototype.
*3
F  Sex <-> Localion[DF:4,X2Qi 0.880515568358121] 
T  Sex<-> Age[DF:6.X2Chi 441.176418855404]
T  Location <•> Age[DF:24,X2Chi: 272.21770704275]
Figure 5.3 Output o f Chi Square tests
The prototype was able to compare the Chi Square statistics with the known P-values 
and identify those combinations that were statistically significant. Given that the 
Agents were able to communicate with the Cognos, it was possible to pass the details 
of the statistically significant trends back to Cognos and to display the relevant data, 
as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 OLAP view o f significant data
5.3 Limitations of the System Prototype
This prototype is only able to access the Cognos product and so cannot access 
different data storage formats produced by different products. The performance of 
system prototype may not be satisfactory for real users as the user interface has been 
designed for testing purposes and there may be problems with the response time. The 
prototype is only able to identify significant trends, it does not attempt to identify the 
nature of those trends nor can it produce predictive values based on those 
relationships. Many of these limitations are, however, well within the scope of the 
Agent approach and could be addressed in future versions of the prototype.
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5.4 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates a system prototype as proof the concept concerning the 
integration of Agent and OLAP tools. The prototype shows quite clearly that Agent 
can integrate with OLAP tool. This is not to say that the prototype has been shown to 
be acceptable to users in the real word, however. The prototype needs to add more 
functions and features, and also needs to optimize the performance of system 
prototype especially response time. There may also be some issues to be addressed in 
regard to memory requirements.
Nonetheless, the Agents developed in this research have been shown to work co­





The previous Chapter shows that the system prototype was able to access OLAP data 
and use the Chi-Square technique to identify statistically significant trends in OLAP 
data. This chapter summarises the study outcomes and suggests further research.
6.2 Research Experience
As it was originally planned, this study was to be conducted in conjunction with the 
NSW Police Service. The first phase of the study was to collect information about the 
computing environment used by NSW Police. Fortunately, the University of 
Wollongong has able to provide the same hardware and operating systems as used by 
NSW Police. Unfortunately, the NSW Police also use large-scale data stores, which 
require large scale software to manipulate those data, in particular they use a range of 
high end IBM products. Although it appeared initially that this software would be 
available under the IBM educational license. Despite repeated requests from both the 
researcher and his supervisor, IBM were unable to provide the required software after 
6 months. That is the problem of having to deal with the large size of software vendor. 
And also, the study did not receive sufficient support or cooperation from NSW 
Police. These problems lead to the limitation of time for this prototype because we 
spent half a year collecting information on the NSW Police environment.
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6.3 The results of the study
This project offers valuable information about the use of OLAP technology, Agent 
technology, and statistical methods to identify trends in multidimensional data. In 
theory, the solution to integrating OLAP and Agents is very easy and very simple. 
However, in practice, combining OLAP and Agents are very new areas and many 
difficulties were encountered.
This study found that there were many ways to access OLAP products but these were 
not suitable for specific OLAP products, such Cognos. In the information gathering 
phase of the study, two possible ways were found to access the Cognos product. OLE 
DB for OLAP is a data engine, developed by Microsoft Corp. It was found that OLE 
DB, which is the best solution to access OLAP data, is able to access OLAP data from 
several vendors including Cognos. Microsoft offers information to support OLE DB 
for some OLAP vendors but it is not available for Cognos. Instead, VB Scribe appears 
to be a more robust access method for Cognos and can extract Cognos properties and 
directly employ Cognos capabilities.
This prototype was repeatedly tested during development on the hardware used in the 
development phase. For the formal testing phase, that hardware was not available and 
a less powerful hardware platform had to be used, leading to a number of problems. 
These included running out of memory, and taking a long time to produce the results. 
Any developer who is interested in working in this area should address those 
problems, to optimise the speed and manage the memory.
However, the prototype serve as a proof of concept that a set of Agents could be 
developed to work co-operatively
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• To detect MDDB files, in particular, those which had recently changed,
• To extract from those files their multidimensional model
• To generate a matrix of all possible combinations of the dimensions
• To interact with an OLAP tool to extract data from those files,
• To analyse that data using statistical techniques to identify trends and
• To interact with the OLAP tool to make this trend available to a human user.
The prototype was able to carry out these tasks successfully with, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
dimensional data models and, to a lesser extent, with even larger models. The suite of 
Agents was designed in such a way that the process of identifying trends could be 
started automatically when any MDDB file in the Agents’ environment was updated 
or modified. This would allow the trend identification to take place without human 
interaction. The performance of the Agents was easily good enough for this mode of 
use. If the Agent suite was used interactively, performance was more than adequate 
for simple multidimensional models (3 and 4 dimensional models) and was still 
adequate for larger models, providing that the hardware was moderately fast, such as 
a fast Pentium m  or any Pentium IV or higher.
In short, the prototype provides a valid “proof of concept” for the use of Agents as 
trend analysers in OLAP/MDDB environments.
6.4 Future research
The current project has only demonstrated the suitability of the Agent approach for 
one OLAP/MDDB environment, namely Cognos. Further research is required into the 
suitability of this approach with other OLAP/MDDB environments. In the same way,
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the data used in this research was loaded into an MDDB from CSV files and so is not 
typical of the data found in company databases. It would be useful to test the Agent 
suite on data loaded from relational databases in an organisation.
There are a few ways in which the research could be extended. An extra Agent could 
be built to take the results of the Chi-Square test and try to work out whether the trend 
was increasing or decreasing, instead of just saying that there is a significant trend. 
Going a step further, other Agents could be built to carry out linear regressions to try 
to specify the nature of the trend. Either of these two additions to the set of Agents 
would be very fast because the proposed new Agents would only need to analyse data 
for those combinations of dimensions where we knew there was a trend already. Other 
high-level trend Agents could be added later to use other regression techniques. Each 
of these extensions could be added independently because of the Agent approach.
Also because the Agent approach supports evolutionary development, we could 
enhance the prototype in several other ways. We could, for example, provide an 
interactive interface that lets the user specify some working parameters, such as the 
level of significance to be used in the Chi-Square test. If, for example, the user wanted 
to find only very significant trends, he or she could specify a 1% or 2% significance 
level rather than the default 5% used in this project. If the high-level trend Agents 
were added, the user could specify the type of trends that were of interest. For 
example, the user could specify that he or she was only interested in linear increasing 
trends and then some of the Agents would be made inactive for that analysis session. 




The current research has demonstrated that an Agent approach to trend analysis in 
OLAP/MDDB environments is highly feasible and extensible. Although the approach 
has only been demonstrated with one OLAP/MDDB environment, it is almost certain 
that it would work in most, if  not all, OLAP/MDDB environments. The research is of 
significance to both OLAP/MDDB developers and to corporate or government 
managers who would find such trend analysis of great use.
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Figure A l: Typical data used in the prototype
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Appendix B
Figure B l: Graphical view o f a two -dimensional model o f the data
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Figure B2: Graphical view o f a three -dimensional model o f the data
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Figure Cl: Screen shot showing some o f the Agent code and background data
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Figure C3: Screen shot showing the matrix o f combinations and MDDB model
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Figure D l: Automatically Generated Cognos Report which contains Sex and Location
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Appendix D
Figure D2: Automatically Generated Cognos Report which contains Sex and Age
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Appendix D
Figure D3: Automatically Generated Cognos Report containing Location and Age
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Figure D4: Results o f Chi Square test
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NSW 28793 28533 57326
Victoria 15219 14926 30145
Queensland 21124 20988 42112
All of SA, WA & NT 15841 15658 31499
Tasmania & ACT 3761 3697 7458




NSW 28822.18 28503.82 57326
Victoria 15156.21 14988.79 30145
Queensland 21172.94 20939.06 42112
All of SA, WA & NT 15836.97 15662.03 31499
Tasmania & ACT 3749.709 3708.291 7458





All of SA, WA & NT 0.001028 0.001039
Tasmania & ACT 0.033997 0.034377
SUM: 0.880563












All of SA, WA & NT 
2779
Tasmania & ACT Location 
738 15272
5 to 12 5791 2876 4509 3384 888 17448
13 to 18 5201 2582 4144 2849 742 15518
19 to 24 5321 3233 3868 2967 716 16105
25 to 39 13572 7519 9618 7766 1811 40286
40 to 64 15560 8031 11220 8308 1902 45021
Over 65 6746 3211 4826 3446 661 18890
Age 57326 30145 42112 31499 7458 168540
Expect values
location<->age
NSW Victoria Queensland All of SA, WA & NT Tasmania & ACT Location
Up to 5 5194.509742 2731.544084 3815.915889 2854.234769 675.7955144 15272
5 to 12 5934.638946 3120.742613 4359.618939 3260.914632 772.0848701 17448
13 to 18 5278.182437 2775.54355 3877.382319 2900.210526 686.6811677 15518
19 to 24 5477.840453 2880.534146 4024.052213 3009.916904 712.6562834 16105
25 to 39 13702.59426 7205.538567 10066.00233 7529.184253 1782.680598 40286
40 to 64 15313.12357 8052.438857 11249.10616 8414.124119 1992.207298 45021
Over 65 6425.110597 3378.658182 4719.922155 3530.414798 835.8942684 18890
Age 57326 30145 42112 31499 7458 168540
Up to 5 0.681760094 0.543885218
xA2
3.233739942 1.983113147 5.725693563
5 to 12 3.476563118 19.19381188 5.118498121 4.645938223 17.40264299
13 to 18 1.128632576 13.49613337 18.33324189 0.904250887 4.456468815
19 to 24 4.490625093 43.12817408 6.051684206 0.61193073 0.015688406
25 to 39 1.244644593 13.63646442 19.93900632 7.448575589 0.449877856
40 to 64 3.980113714 0.057078931 0.075309848 1.338502791 4.084593313
Over 65 16.02618468 8.319653687 2.384045506 2.018419499 36.59315093
sum 272.218098





Sex <-> Age 
Sex.Location.Age.Population
Female Male Sex
Up to 5 7414 7858 15272
5 to 12 8391 9057 17448
13 to 18 7579 7939 15518
19 to 24 7936 8169 16105
25 to 39 20356 19930 40286
40 to 64 22266 22755 45021
Over 65 10796 8094 18890




Up to 5 7678.407 7593.593 15272
5 to 12 8772.449 8675.551 17448
13 to 18 7802.09 7715.91 15518
19 to 24 8097.22 8007.78 16105
25 to 39 20254.87 20031.13 40286
40 to 64 22635.51 22385.49 45021
Over 65 9497.454 9392.546 18890




5 to 12 16.58643 16.77169
13 to 18 6.378963 6.45021
19 to 24 3.209984 3.245837
25 to 39 0.504972 0.510612
40 to 64 6.032134 6.099508
Over 65 177.5447 179.5278
SUM 441.1743
Figure E3: Verified Chi-Square result using Microsoft Excel for Sex and Age
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Appendix F: P-Table
df 0.995 0.99 0.975 0.95 0.9 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.005
1 0 0 0.001 0.004 0.016 2.706 3.841 5.024 6.635 7.879
2 0.01 0.02 0.051 0.103 0.211 4.605 5.991 7.378 9.21 10.597
3 0.072 0.115 0.216 0.352 0.584 6.251 7.815 9.348 11.345 12.838
4 0.207 0.297 0.484 0.711 1.064 7.779 9.488 11.143 13.277 14.86
5 0.412 0.554 0.831 1.145 1.61 9.236 11.07 12.833 15.086 16.75
6 0.676 0.872 1.237 1.635 2.204 10.645 12.592 14.449 16.812 18.548
7 0.989 1.239 1.69 2.167 2.833 12.017 14.067 16.013 18.475 20.278
8 1.344 1.646 2.18 2.733 3.49 13.362 15.507 17.535 20.09 21.955
9 1.735 2.088 2.7 3.325 4.168 14.684 16.919 19.023 21.666 23.589
10 2.156 2.558 3.247 3.94 4.865 15.987 18.307 20.483 23.209 25.188
11 2.603 3.053 3.816 4.575 5.578 17.275 19.675 21.92 24.725 26.757
12 3.074 3.571 4.404 5.226 6.304 18.549 21.026 23.337 26.217 28.3
13 3.565 4.107 5.009 5.892 7.042 19.812 22.362 24.736 27.688 29.819
14 4.075 4.66 5.629 6.571 7.79 21.064 23.685 26.119 29.141 31.319
15 4.601 5.229 6.262 7.261 8.547 22.307 24.996 27.488 30.578 32.801
16 5.142 5.812 6.908 7.962 9.312 23.542 26.296 28.845 32 34.267
17 5.697 6.408 7.564 8.672 10.085 24.769 27.587 30.191 33.409 35.718
18 6.265 7.015 8.231 9.39 10.865 25.989 28.869 31.526 34.805 37.156
19 6.844 7.633 8.907 10.117 11.651 27.204 30.144 32.852 36.191 38.582
20 7.434 8.26 9.591 10.851 12.443 28.412 31.41 34.17 37.566 39.997
21 8.034 8.897 10.283 11.591 13.24 29.615 32.671 35.479 38.932 41.401
22 8.643 9.542 10.982 12.338 14.041 30.813 33.924 36.781 40.289 42.796
23 9.26 10.196 11.689 13.091 14.848 32.007 35.172 38.076 41.638 44.181
24 9.886 10.856 12.401 13.848 15.659 33.196 36.415 39.364 42.98 45.559
25 10.52 11.524 13.12 14.611 16.473 34.382 37.652 40.646 44.314 46.928
26 11.16 12.198 13.844 15.379 17.292 35.563 38.885 41.923 45.642 48.29
27 11.808 12.879 14.573 16.151 18.114 36.741 40.113 43.195 46.963 49.645
28 12.461 13.565 15.308 16.928 18.939 37.916 41.337 44.461 48.278 50.993
29 13.121 14.256 16.047 17.708 19.768 39.087 42.557 45.722 49.588 52.336
30 13.787 14.953 16.791 18.493 20.599 40.256 43.773 46.979 50.892 53.672
40 20.707 22.164 24.433 26.509 29.051 51.805 55.758 59.342 63.691 66.766
50 27.991 29.707 32.357 34.764 37.689 63.167 67.505 71.42 76.154 79.49
60 35.534 37.485 40.482 43.188 46.459 74.397 79.082 83.298 88.379 91.952
70 43.275 45.442 48.758 51.739 55.329 85.527 90.531 95.023 100.425 104.215
80 51.172 53.54 57.153 60.391 64.278 96.578 101.879 106.629 112.329 116.321
90 59.196 61.754 65.647 69.126 73.291 107.565 113.145 118.136 124.116 128.299
100 67.328 70.065 74.222 77.929 82.358 118.498 124.342 129.561 135.807 140.169
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Private Sub MDIForm_LoadO 
frmDef.Show
'frmDef.Move 0, 0, frmMDI.ScaleWidth, frmMDI.ScaleHeight 
End Sub
Private Sub MDrForm_Resize()







Screen.MousePointer = 0 
End Sub
Private Sub cmdStep2_Click()
Dim i As Integer
Dim clsAddAgents As clsAddControl 
Set clsAddAgents = New clsAddControl
For i = 1 To UBound(MDCInfoArray)




Private Sub Command l_Click()
Dim a(5) As String 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim t As String 
a(l) = "SEX" 
a(2) = "Location" 
a(3) = "Age" 
a(4) = "Salary" 
a(5) = "Nation"
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For i -  1 To UBound(a)
For j = i + 1 To UBound(a)






Dim SearchPath As String, FindStr As String 
Dim FileSize As Long
Dim NumFiles As Integer, NumDirs As Integer 
Dim a As clsFileMDC 
Set a = New clsFileMDC
SearchPath = "C:\"
FindStr = "*.MDC"
FileSize = a.FindFiles(SearchPath, FindStr, NumFiles, NumDirs)
' Text5.Text = NumFiles & " Files found in " & NumDirs + 1 & _
' " Directories"
' Text6.Text = "Size of files found under " & SearchPath & " = " & 
' Format(FileSize, "#,###,###,##0") & " Bytes"
' Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 
End Sub
Private Sub Command2_Click()
' objPPRep.Visible = True 
End Sub





'Diri .Path = Drivel .Drive 
End Sub
Private Sub FileLookUpO 
On Error GoTo FileLookUpErr:
Dim SearchPath As String, FindStr As String 
Dim FileSize As Long
Dim NumFiles As Integer, NumDirs As Integer 
Dim xj As Integer 
Dim a As clsFileMDC 
Set a = New clsFileMDC
FindStr ="*.MDC
For xj = 0 To Drivel.ListCount 
SearchPath = Drivel.List(xj) & "\"
If Left(SearchPath, 1) o  "V Then 














Private Sub optMDCName_Click(Index As Integer)




Dim clsDimension As clsDimensionLine
Set clsDimension = New clsDimensionLine 
clsDimension.DisplayDimension 
End Sub
Private Sub Command l_Click()
' Dim clsCopyA As clsCopyToArray 
' Set clsCopyA = New clsCopyTo Array
' clsCopyA.PreParingCube
Dim clsGen As clsGenerateCubes 
Set clsGen = New clsGenerateCubes 
clsGen. SetPassRowCol 
End Sub





Public Type MDCInfo 
MDC Index As Integer 
MDC_Name As String 
MDC_Path As String 
MDC_Size As Long 
MDC_Date As Date 
End Type
Global MDCInfoArray() As MDCInfo 
Global MDClndex As Integer
'Global S_Array() As Double 
'Global MDccal() As Double
Global MDC_Obs() As Double 
Global MDC_Exp() As Double 
Global MDC_Sing() As Double
Global c(l To 30, 1 To 10) As Double
‘Class Generate Cube 
Option Explicit 
Dim objPPRep As Object 
Dim VarRelation As Integer 
Sub SetPassRowCol()
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim VarMatchCount As Integer 
Dim VarDimR As String 
Dim VarDimC As String 
Dim VarCountR As Integer 
Dim VarcountC As Integer
Set objPPRep = CreateObject("CognosPowerPlay.Report") 
objPPRep.new MDCInfo Array(MDCIndex).MDC_Path & 
MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Name, False 
'objPPRep.explorermode = False 




ReDim MDC_Sing(objPPRep.dimensionline.Count) As Double
V arMatchCount = 0
V arRelation = 0
For i = 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count - 1 
For j = i + 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count - 1 
VarRelation = VarRelation + 1 
VarDimR = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(i).Name 
VarDimC = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(j).Name 
VarCountR = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(j). Count 
VarcountC = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(i). Count 





Sub SetCubeRowCol(ParaRow As String, ParaCol As String, ParaRowCount As 
Integer, ParaColCount As Integer)
Dim ObjCatListC As Object 
Dim ObjCatListR As Object 
Dim SumRow As Integer 
Dim SumCol As Integer
Set ObjCatListR = objPPRep.categorylist 
Set ObjCatListC = objPPRep.categorylist 
'objPPRep.Visible = False 
objPPRep.Visible = True




'MsgBox ParaRowCount & & objPPRep.rows.Count
'MsgBox ParaColCount & & objPPRep.Columns.Count
End Sub
Sub ReadCellValue(ReadRowCount As Integer, ReadColCount As Integer) 
Dim VarCompareXE As Double 
Dim VarDF As Integer
ReDim MDC_Obs(ReadRowCount + 1, ReadColCount + 1) As Double 






fnnDetail.chkSign(V arRelation).Caption = 







Dim r As Integer 
Dim c As Integer 
Dim RVal As Double 
Dim CVal As Double 
Dim GVal As Double
For r = 1 To objPPRep.rows.Count 
For c = 1 To objPPRep.Columns.Count
RVal = MDC_Obs(r, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1)
CVal = MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, c)
GVal = MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1) 





Function CalExpValue(TotalRow As Double, TotalCol As Double, GrandTotal As 
Double) As Double
CalExpValue = Format((TotalRow * TotalCol) / GrandTotal, "0.00")
End Function
Function CalDF() As Integer 
Dim vDF As Integer
vDF = (objPPRep.Columns.Count -1) * (objPPRep.rows.Count - 1)
CalDF = vDF 
End Function
Function CalXÜ() As Double 
Dim r As Integer 
Dim c As Integer 
Dim VarX As Double 
Dim XE As Double
For r = 1 To objPPRep.rows.Count
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For c = 1 To objPPRep.Columns.Count
VarX = ((MDC_Obs(r, c) - MDC_Exp(r, c)) A 2) / MDC_Exp(r, c) 
'MsgBox VarX 
X n = XH + VarX 
Next c 
Next r
Caixn = x n  
'MsgBox x n  
End Function
Sub AddDataCubeToOBS()
Dim r As Integer 
Dim c As Integer 
Dim i As Integer
For r = 1 To objPPRep.rows.Count 
For c = 1 To objPPRep.Columns.Count
Add CellValue To Array 
MDC_Obs(r, c) = objPPRep.cellvalue(r, c)
'Sum CellValue To GrandToTal of Array
MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1) 
MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1) + 
objPPRep.cellvalue(r, c)
'Sum CellValue To Row Array
MDC_Obs(r, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1) = MDC_Obs(r, 
objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1) + objPPRep.cellvalue(r, c)
'Sum CellValue To Columns Array 
For i = 1 To objPPRep.Columns.Count 
If c = i Then
MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, i) = 





' Test Total Rows Value of Array 
'For R = 1 To objPPRep.rows.Count
'MsgBox MDC_Obs(R, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1)
Next R
' Test Total Columns Value of Array 
'For C = 1 To objPPRep.Columns.Count 
. MsgBox MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, C)
Next C
'Test Grand Total value of Array
'MsgBox MDC_Obs(objPPRep.rows.Count + 1, objPPRep.Columns.Count + 1) 
End Sub
Function CreateMatchCube(ParaRow As String, ParaCol As String, ParaRowCount 
As Integer, ParaColCount As Integer) As Double
Dim ObjCatListC As Object
Dim ObjCatListR As Object
Dim c As Integer
Dim r As Integer
Static n As Integer
Dim sr As Integer
Dim sc As Integer
sr = ParaRowCount + 1 
sc = ParaColCount + 1 
n = n + 1
ReDim MDccal(sc, sr) As Double 
'ReDim SumCol(ParaColCount)
Set objPPRep = CreateObject("CognosPowerPlay.Report") 
objPPRep.new MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Path & 
MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Name, False 
objPPRep.explorermode = False 
Set ObjCatListR = objPPRep.categorylist 
Set ObjCatListC = objPPRep.categorylist 
'objPPRep.Visible = False 
objPPRep. Visible = True 
ObjCatListC.Add 1, ParaRow 
objPPRep.Columns.Add ObjCatListC
ObjCatListR.Add 1, ParaCol 
objPPRep.rows.Add ObjCatListR
For c = 1 To ParaColCount
For r = 1 To ParaRowCount 
• arraycube(n, c, r) = objPPRep.cellvalue(c, r)




Set ObjCatListC = Nothing 
Set ObjCatListR = Nothing 
Set objPPRep = Nothing
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End Function
‘Class File MDC 
Option Explicit
Function FindFiles(Path As String, SearchStr As String, _ 
FileCount As Integer, DirCount As Integer)
Dim FileName As String ' Walking filename variable.
Dim DirName As String ' SubDirectory Name.
Dim dirNames() As String' Buffer for directory name entries. 
Dim nDir As Integer ' Number of directories in this path. 
Dim i As Integer ' For-loop counter.
On Error GoTo sysFileERR
If Right(Path, 1) o  "V Then Path = Path & "\"
' Search for subdirectories. 
nDir = 0
ReDim dirNames(nDir)
DirName = Dir(Path, vbDirectory Or vbHidden) ' Even if hidden.
Do While Len(DirName) > 0 
' Ignore the current and encompassing directories.
If (DirName o  And (DirName o  Then 
' Check for directory with bitwise comparison.
If GetAttr(Path & DirName) And vbDirectory Then 
dirNames(nDir) = DirName 
DirCount = DirCount + 1 
nDir = nDir + 1
ReDim Preserve dirNames(nDir)
'List2.AddItem path & DirName' Uncomment to list 
End If ' directories.
sysFileERRCont:
End If
DirName = Dir() ' Get next subdirectory.
Loop
1 Search through this directory and sum file sizes.
FileName = Dir(Path & SearchStr, vbNormal Or vbHidden Or vbSystem _ 
Or vbReadOnly)
While Len(FileName) o  0 
FindFiles = FindFiles + FileLen(Path & FileName)
FileCount = FileCount + 1 
' Load List box
'List2.AddItem Path & FileName & vbTab & _
• FileDateTime(Path & FileName) ' Include Modified Date 
'ReDim Preserve MDCInfoArray(FileCount + 1) As MDCInfo 
'ReDim Preserve DynArray(UBound(DynArray) + 1)
'If UBound(MDCInfo Array) = 1 Then
' ReDim Preserve MDCInfoArray(UBound(MDCInfo Array) + 1) 
'End If
ReDim Preserve MDCInfoArray(FileCount)
MDCInfoArray(FileCount).MDC_Name = FileName 
MDCInfoArray(FileCount).MDC_Path = Path 
FileName = Dir() ' Get next file.
Wend
' If there are sub-directories..
If nDir > 0 Then 
' Recursively walk into them 
For i = 0 To nDir -1







If Right(DirName, 4) = ".sys" Then 
Resume sysFileERRCont' Known issue with pagefile.sys 
Else
If Err.Number o  52 Then








Public objPPRep As Object 
Sub DisplayDimensionO
Dim stmame As String 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim strcubepath As String 
Dim objchild As Object 
Dim X As Integer
strcubepath = MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Path & 
MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Name
Set objPPRep = GetObject(strcubepath, "CognosPowerPlay.Report") 
objPPRep.Visible = False
For i = 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count
Set obj child = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(i).Children 
fimDetail.txtDimensionLine = fimDetail.txtDimensionLine & 
objPPRep. dimensionline.Item(i).Name & vbCrLf
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For X = 1 To objchild.Count
fhnDetail.txtDimensionLine = fhnDetail.txtDimensionLine & " &





'Set objCatListC = Nothing 
'Set objcatlistr = Nothing 
Set objPPRep = Nothing 
Set obj child = Nothing
End Sub
Sub DisplayDimensionMatch()
'Dim a() As String
Dim i As Integer
Dim j As Integer
Dim VarMatchCount As Integer
'Dim t As String
VarMatchCount = 0
For i = 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count -1 
For j = i + 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count -1
't = t & objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(i).Name & &
objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(j).Name & vbCrLf 
VarMatchCount = VarMatchCount + 1 
Load fhnDetail.chkSign(VarMatchCount) 
fhnDetail.chkSign(V arMatchCount).Top = 
frmDetail.chkSign(VarMatchCount - l).Top + fhnDetail.chkSign(VarMatchCount - 
1).Height
fhnDetail.chkSign(VarMatchCount). Visible = True 
frmDetail. chkSign(VarMatchCount). Caption = 








Dim objPPRep As Object 
'Dim arraycube() As Double
Function CreateMatchCube(ParaRow As String, ParaCol As String, ParaRowCount 
As Integer, ParaColCount As Integer) As Double
Dim ObjCatListC As Object 
Dim ObjCatListR As Object
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Dim c As Integer 
Dim r As Integer 
Static n As Integer 
Dim sr As Integer 
Dim sc As Integer
sr = ParaRow Count + 1 
sc = ParaColCount + 1 
n = n + 1
ReDim MDccal(sc, sr) As Double 
'ReDim SumCol(ParaColCount)
Set objPPRep = CreateObject("CognosPowerPlay.Report") 
objPPRep.new MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Path & 
MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Name, False 
objPPRep.explorermode = False 
Set ObjCatListR = objPPRep.categorylist 
Set ObjCatListC = objPPRep.categorylist 
'objPPRep .Visible = False 
objPPRep. Visible = True 
ObjCatListC.Add 1, ParaRow 
objPPRep.Columns.Add ObjCatListC
ObjCatListR. Add 1, ParaCol 
objPPRep.rows.Add ObjCatListR
For c = 1 To ParaColCount
For r = 1 To ParaRowCount 
' arraycube(n, c, r) = objPPRep.cellvalue(c, r)




Set ObjCatListC = Nothing 
Set ObjCatListR = Nothing 
Set objPPRep = Nothing
End Function
Sub PreParingCubeO
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim VarMatchCount As Integer 
Dim VarDimR As String 
Dim VarDimC As String
Dim VarCountR As Integer 
Dim VarcountC As Integer
Set objPPRep = CreateObject("CognosPowerPlay.Report") 
objPPRep.new MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Path & 
MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Name, False
objPPRep. explorermode = False
ReDim S_Array(objPPRep.dimensionline.Count) As Double 
VarMatchCount = 0
For i = 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count -1 
For j = i + 1 To objPPRep.dimensionline.Count -1 
VarDimR = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(i).Name 
VarDimC = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(j).Name 
VarCountR = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(i).Count 
VarcountC = objPPRep.dimensionline.Item(j).Count 









fi*mDef.optMDCName(MDCIndex).Move frmDef.optMDCName(MDCIndex - 
l).Left, fi*mDef.optMDCName(MDCIndex - l).Top + 
fimDef.optMDCName(MDCIndex - l).Height
fimDef.optMDCName(MDCIndex).Caption = "Agents No." & MDCIndex & ":" 
& MDCInfoArray(MDCIndex).MDC_Name
fhnDef.optMDCName(MDCIndex).Visible = True 
End Function
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